Prisoner (The Traveler Chronicles Book 2)

Trav Becker is a police detective with
multiple lives. Or to be more accurate, hes
a police detective who knows that multiple
versions of himself live in countless
different streams of existence.
When
another Trav Becker appears bleeding and
dying at his front door, Trav quickly
realizes that something is dreadfully wrong
in the multiverse.
Pursued by an FBI
profiler who believes (with some
justification) that Trav is hiding something,
the detective races to save two kidnapped
girls while also trying to sort out why he
keeps turning up dead.
Desperate to
preserve his home timeline, Trav is thrust
into a hidden war that threatens to destroy
the very fabric of reality itself. Dennis
Green returns to the universe he created in
Traveler for another mind-bending thriller.
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